
Report 
 

During my research time at the Department of Scandinavian Languages at Uppsala University, 

from August 31st to November 30th, I was able not only to collect further material about the Swedish 

Middle Ages but also to deepen my knowledge of runic studies with Professor Henrik Williams. This 

will be crucial to the writing of the book about medieval Sweden, where I shall present the evolution 

of the language and an outline of the literature and the culture of the country, from the Viking Age to 

the late Middle Ages. 

Indeed, I was able to study the texts from the course of Runology by Prof. Williams, who also 

released a certification, attesting that I passed this informal exam that, in the Swedish education 

system would be worth 7,5 ETCS.  

While consulting everyday books about runic studies and the later Swedish middle ages, I was 

also able to participate in several activities organized by the department of Scandinavian Languages 

at Uppsala University or by the Icelandic Company of Uppsala (Isländska sällskapet), such as 

conferences concerning Norse literature topics and a few day trips to visit the most relevant 

runestones in Uppland. Henrik Williams let me take part even in two seminars of the Runråd, the 

runic council of Uppsala, where important runic topics were discussed.  

Moreover, I was able to improve remarkably my knowledge of the Swedish language and to obtain 

the Tisus certificate, the highest certificate of competence in the Swedish language, the only one 

accepted by Swedish universities for academic studies at all levels.  

These studies I have carried out are the basis of what will be my book about Medieval Sweden, 

for which I have already devised a plan and written a summary, which I have submitted to Professor 

Lozzi Gallo for supervision. Lorenzo Lozzi Gallo can be contacted to provide guarantee for the state 

of my present work, while Henrik Williams can refer on my work at Uppsala University during the 

research stay. 
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